Conditioned locomotor-activating and reinforcing effects of discrete stimuli paired with intraperitoneal cocaine.
Studies of conditioned locomotor activity typically use an entire environmental context as the conditioned stimulus. To determine whether conditioned locomotion can be elicited by specific, discrete stimuli similar to those used in traditional studies of classical conditioning, rats were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) with saline before 30 min sessions in a locomotor activity chamber. Interspersed (one to two times a week) with these baseline sessions, the rats were injected with cocaine (20 mg/kg) and placed in the chamber with a tone or flashing light present. Although baseline levels of activity remained stable, locomotion increased (sensitized) over six drug-stimulus pairings. Conditioned locomotor activity was elicited when the stimuli were then presented in the absence of cocaine. When a cocaine challenge was administered, locomotor activity was higher in the presence of the conditioned stimuli than in their absence, indicating that conditioning contributed to sensitization. These conditioned effects did not occur in control groups in which cocaine was not associated with the stimulus. To determine whether reinforcing properties had been conditioned to the stimuli, the rats were then tested in an operant chamber where responding in one nose-poke hole produced a 2 s conditioned-stimulus presentation. Rats that had received stimulus-drug pairings responded at a higher rate in this hole than in another, inactive hole. Locomotor activity can thus be conditioned to discrete stimuli, and the reinforcing properties conditioned to these stimuli can transfer to other environments. In this respect, the drug-conditioning effects seen in rodents appear to be analogous to the conditioned responses observed when human drug abusers are presented with discrete, drug-related stimuli.